
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 November 6, 2002 
 
Nancy Mayer-Whittington 
Clerk of Court          
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia 
333 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, DC  20001 
 

RE:  McConnell v. FEC, Civ. No. 02-02-582 (and consolidated cases) 
 
Dear Ms. Mayer-Whittington: 
 
  Enclosed please find an original and four (4) copies of an amended motion for 
leave to file an amended and substituted amici brief, proposed order, and the amici 
brief itself.  The amended brief simply reduces the font size from 14 point to 12 point 
to in light of a recent Court order setting the page limit for the Cato Institute at 25 
pages.  The amended and substituted brief is otherwise identical to the initial brief, 
and is less than 7000 words in length.  Could you please return one copy with your 
stamp in the self-addressed stamped envelope enclosed herewith.  Thank you kindly 
for your assistance. 
 

Very truly yours, 
 

THOMAS W. ANDREWS 
Assistant Attorney General 
Iowa Department of Justice 
Criminal Appeals Division 
Telephone:  (515) 281-6526 
tandrews@ag.state.ia.us 
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 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
 
─────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
 
SENATOR MITCH MCCONNELL, et al.,  
 

Plaintiffs, 
 

v.              Civ. No. 02-582 
     (CKK, KLH, RJL) 

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION, et al.,       
And all consolidated cases 

Defendants.                                                                      
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
 
 ORDER 

Upon consideration of the amended motion to file an amici curiae brief by the States of 

Iowa, Vermont, Alaska, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, 

Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, 

Washington, the Territory of the United States Virgin Islands, and the Commonwealth of Puerto 

Rico it is:  ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the motion for leave to file is 

GRANTED this _____ day of November, 2002.  SO ORDERED.  

       ________________________________ 
KAREN LE CRAFT HENDERSON 
United States Circuit Judge 

 
        ________________________________ 

COLLEEN KOLLAR-KOTELLY 
United States District Court Judge 

 
        ________________________________ 

RICHARD J. LEON 
United States District Court Judge 
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 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
─────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
SENATOR MITCH MCCONNELL, et al.,  
 

Plaintiffs, 
 

v.              Civ. No. 02-582 
     (CKK, KLH, RJL) 

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION, et al.,        
And all consolidated cases 
 Defendants.                
                            

─────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
 
 AMENDED AND SUBSTITUED 
 MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMICI CURIAE BRIEF 
 

The States of Iowa, Vermont, Alaska, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Kansas, Kentucky, 

Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, 

Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Washington, the Territory of the United States Virgin Islands, and the 

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (collectively “States”) move for leave to file an amici curiae 

brief in support of the defendants and in support of upholding the legislation at issue in the 

above-captioned consolidated cases.  

Amici are filing this amended motion and amended and substituted amici brief in light of 

this Court’s recent ruling relating to a 25-page limitation for the Cato Institute.  The amici states 

have simply recast their initial brief in 12 point font instead of fourteen point font. 

Both D.C. Circuit Rule 29(a) and Supreme Court Rule 37(4) grant States, 

Commonwealths and Territories the right to file amicus curiae briefs without the need to for a 

motion for leave to file.  Although the undersigned has been advised by the Clerk’s Office that 
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the States likely need not  request permission of counsel for leave to file an amicus brief,1 

consent to the filing has been requested and obtained from all parties.2  The amici States 

respectfully request leave to file their amici curiae brief, as there appears to be no local rule in 

the District Court directly addressing amicus briefs.   The attached amici brief is less than 7000 

words and less than 25 pages (when converted to 12-point font).  Cf. Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(7)(B). 

    The States have a significant interest in the outcome of this litigation, the constitutional 

principles that govern the regulation of elections and campaign finance, and the possible impact 

of this litigation upon state and federal elections, as well as the ability of the States to frame 

legislation in the area of campaign finance.  As partners in our federal government, the amici are 

uniquely positioned to address and defend the federal election laws here at issue.  The attached 

briefing seeks to address issues of federalism from the unique vantage point of the States as it 

relates to various of the issues implicated by this constitutional challenge.   

                     
     1Per telephone conversation with Chief Deputy Clerk Greg Hughes.  Cf. D.C.Cir.R. 
29(a); Sup.Ct.R. 37(4).  By way of clarification, the Clerk’s Office did suggest filing a 
motion for leave to file.  The undersigned apologizes for confusion on this point in the 
prior motion. 

     2Consent obtained from all defendants (per Richard Bader) and from plaintiffs (per Susan 
Buckley who has advised that no plaintiffs responded with an objection in response to e-mail 
notification). 
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WHEREFORE, amici respectfully request leave of Court to file the attached amici brief 

to assist the Court in consideration of the issues now before it in this consolidated litigation.  See 

D.C. Cir. R. 29(a); Sup. Ct. R.  37(4). 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

THOMAS J. MILLER 
Attorney General of Iowa 

 
 
 

________________________________ 
THOMAS W. ANDREWS #Iowa PK09701 
Assistant Attorney General 
Iowa Department of Justice 
Hoover State Office Building 
Des Moines, Iowa  50319 
Telephone:  515/281-5761 
Fax:  515/281-4902 

 
 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I hereby certify that on November 6, 2002, the foregoing motion for leave to file was 
served upon the following by U.S. Mail, electronic mail, and facsimile, as follows: 
 
James J. Gilligan 
Trial Attorney 
U. S. Department of Justice 
901 E Street, NW, Room 816 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 514-3358 (Telephone) 
(202) 616-8460 (Fax) 
james.gilligan@usdoj.gov 
 
Randolph D. Moss 
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering 
2445 M Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037-1420 
(202) 663-6640 (Telephone) 
(202) 663-6363 (Fax) 

rmoss@wilmer.com 
 
Stephen E. Hershkowitz 
Assistant General Counsel 
Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20436 
(202) 694-1650 (Telephone) 
(202) 219-0260 (Fax) 
shershkowitz@fec.gov 
litigation@fec.gov 
 
Kenneth W. Starr 
Kirkland & Ellis 
655 15th Street, N.W. 
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Suite 1200 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 879-5130 (Telephone) 
(202) 879-5200 (Fax) 
kenneth_starr@dc.kirkland.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Valle Simms Dutcher 

Southeastern Legal Foundation 
3340 Peachtree Road, N.E. 
Suite 3515 
Atlanta, Georgia 30326 
(404) 365-8500 (Telephone) 
(404) 365-0017 (Fax) 
vsdutcher@southeasternlegal.org 
 
James Bopp, Jr. 
Bopp, Coleson & Bostrom 
1 South Sixth Street 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47807 

(812) 232-2434 (Telephone) 
(812) 235-3685 (Fax) 
jboppjr@bopplaw.com 
jboppjr@aol.com 
 
James M. Henderson Sr. 
The American Center for Law &Justice 
205 Third Street, S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20003 
(202) 546-8890 (Telephone) 
(202) 337-3167 (Fax) 
jmhenderson@ACLJ-DC.org 
 
Floyd Abrams 
Cahill, Gordon & Reindel 
80 Pine Street, Room 1914 
New York, New York 10005- 
1702 
(212) 701-3621 (Telephone) 
(212) 269-5420 (Fax) 
fabrams@cahill.com 
 
Charles J. Cooper 
Cooper & Kirk PLLC 
1500 K Street, N.W., Suite 200 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 220-9600 (202) 220-9601 
ccooper@cooperkirk.com 
 

 

upon the following by U.S. Mail and electronic mail: 
 
G. Hunter Bates 
1215 Cliffwood Drive 
Goshen, Kentucky 40026 

(502) 216-9265 (Telephone) 
ghunterb@hotmail.com 
hunter.bates@mcconnell02.com 
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Jan Witold Baran 
Wiley, Rein & Fielding LLP 
1776 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 719-7330 (Telephone) 
jbaran@wrf.com 
 
Laurence E. Gold 
AFL-CIO 
815 Sixteenth Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 637-5130 (Telephone) 
lgold@aflcio.org 
 
Sherri L. Wyatt 
Sherri L. Wyatt, PLLC 
1825 I Street, N.W. 
Suite 400 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 429-2009 (Telephone) 
sherrissima@uno.com 

 
William J. Olson 
William J. Olson, P.C. 
8180 Greensboro Drive 
Suite 1070 
McLean, VA 22102-3860 
(703) 356-5070 (Telephone) 
wjopc@lawandfreedom.com 
 
Bobby R. Burchfield 
Covington & Burling 
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 662-5350 (Telephone) 
bburchfield@cov.com 
 
 
Joseph E. Sandler 
Sandler, Reiff & Young, P.C. 
50 E Strret, S.E. 
Suite 300 
Washington, D.C. 20003 
(202) 479-1111 
sandler@sandlerreiff.com 
 
Thomas W. Kirby 
Wiley, Rein & Fielding LLP 
1776 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 719-7062 (Telephone) 
tkirby@wrf.com 
 
John C. Bonifaz 
National Voting Rights Institute 
One Bromfield Street 

Third Floor 
Boston, MA 02108 
(617) 368-9100, x10 (Telephone) 
jbonifaz@nvri.org 
 
Mark J. Lopez 
American Civil Liberties Union 
125 Broad Street 
New York, New York 10004 
(212) 549-2608 (Telephone) 
mlopez@aclu.org 
 
Prof. Burt Neuborne 
Frederick A.O. Schwarz, Jr. 
E. Joshua Rosenkranz 
Brennan Center for Justice 
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Flr. 
New York, NY 10013 
(212) 998-6730 
neuborne@turing.law.nyu.edu 
fritz.schwarz@nyu.edu 
joshua.rosenkranz@nyu.edu 
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and upon the following by electronic mail only: 
 
Abegg, Heidi K.: habegg@wc-b.com 
Amundson, Jan: jamundson@nam.org 
Bader, R.: rbader@fec.gov 
Bailey, Kevin: Kbailey@wilmer.com 
Barnett, T.: tbarnett@cov.com 
Beck, Stacy: sbeck@wilmer.com 
Bell, C.: cbell@BMHLAW.com 
Bhattacharyya, Rupa: rupa.bhattacharyya@usdoj.gov 
Bokat, Stephen A.: sbokat@uschamber.com 
Buckley, S.: sbuckley@cahill.com 
Burns, Caleb: cburns@wrf.com 
Caplan, Deborah: Deborah@olsonhagel.com 
Carvin, Michael: macarvin@jonesday.com 
Coffin, Shannen: shannen.coffin@usdoj.gov 
Coleson, R.: rcoleson@bopplaw.com 
Conrad, R.: rconrad@uschamber.com 
Curtis, Charles: ccurtis@hewm.com 
Danetz, Lisa: ldanetz@nvri.org 
Daniel, Elizabeth: elizabeth.daniel@nyu.edu 
Dixton, Grant: grant_dixton@dc.kirkland.com 
Dye, Alan P.: adye@wc-b.com 
Evans, Randy: randy.evans@agg.com 
Gacki, Andrea: andrea.gacki@usdoj.gov 
Gilchrist, Barbara: barbara.gilchrist@usdoj.gov 
Ginsberg, Benjamin: bginsberg@pattonboggs.com 
Goodman, Lee: lgoodman@wrf.com 
Gora, Joel: JGORA@pcm.brooklaw.edu 
Gordon, Jennifer: jgordon@hewm.com 
Harth, David: dharth@hewm.com 
Henry, Terry: terry.henry@usdoj.gov 
Hirt, Theodore: theodore.hirt@usdoj.gov 
Hogue, Lynn: LAWLLH@langate.gsu.edu, lhogue@gsu.edu 
Hume, Hamish: hhume@cooperkirk.com 
Jaffe, Erik: jaffe@esjpc.com 
Jordan, Bill: bill.Jordan@usdoj.gov 
Josefiak, Thomas: tjosefiak@rnchq.org 
Kelner, R.: rkelner@cov.com 
Kesselman, Marc: marc.kesselman@usdoj.gov 
Kolker, D.: dkolker@fec.gov 
Koukoutchos, B.: bkoukoutchos@cooperkirk.com 
Kuwana, Eric: ekuwana@pattonboggs.com 
Leffel, Michael: Mleffel@wilmer.com 
Lenhard, Robert: rlenhard@afscme.org 
Letter, Douglas: douglas.letter@usdoj.gov 
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Levy, Robert: rlevy@cato.org   
Macdougal, H.: hmacdougal@earthlink.net, hmacdougal@mindspring.com 
Manuel, Anja: amanuel@wilmer.com 
Markley, B.: bmarkley@cahill.com 
Martines, Kim: kim_martines@dc.kirkland.com 
Marzen, T.: tmarzen@bopplaw.com 
May, Colby: cmmay@ACLJ-DC.org 
McGahn, Donald F., II: dmcgahn@nrcc.org 
McGill, Matthew: mmcgill@cooperkirk.com 
Medina, Monica: mpmedina@hewm.com 
Miles, John: johnsmiles@lawandfreedom.com 
Miller, Shont E.: millerse@mto.com 
Mitchell, Cleta: cmitchell@foleylaw.com 
Mogilnicki, Eric: emogilnicki@wilmer.com 
Mulvihill, Donald: mulvid@cgrdc.com 
Murphy, L.: lwmurphy@dcaclu.org, lwmurphy@aol.com 
Olson, Lance H.: Lance@olsonhagel.com 
Patterson, A. Krisan: kpatterson@wilmer.com 
Phillips, Bradley: phillipsbs@mto.com 
Raab, Michael: michael.raab@usdoj.gov 
Reiff, Neil: reiff@sandlerreiff.com 
Renaud, D. Mark: mrenaud@wrf.com 
Shaffer, Derek: dshaffer@cooperkirk.com 
Shanmugam, Kannon: kannon_shanmugam@dc.kirkland.com 
Shapiro, Steven: sshapiro@aclu.org 
Spies, Charles R.: cspies@rnchq.org 
Sturek, Kenneth: Kenneth_sturek@dc.kirkland.com 
Sullivan, Kathleen: sullivan@law.stanford.edu 
Tenneriello, Bonnie: bonnie@nvri.org 
Thompson, David: dthompson@cooperkirk.com 
Timmermann, J.: jtimmerman@nab.org 
Titus, Herbert: forecast22@pinn.net, tituslawfirm@aol.com 
Trister, Michael: mtrister@ltsrlaw.com 
Turner, Serrin: serrin.turner@usdoj.gov 
Voigts, Anne E.: voigtsam@mto.com 
Warren, Edward: edward_warren@dc.kirkland.com 
Waxman, Seth: swaxman@wilmer.com 
Weinberg, L.: lweinberg@afscme.org 
Wilson, David: david.wilson@haledorr.com 
Witten, Roger: rwitten@wilmer.com 
Wolf, Richard: r.wolf@mooreandlee.com 
Wright, Brenda: bw@nvri.org 
Wyler, Arline: awyler@law.stanford.edu 
wjo@mindspring.com 
Young, John Hardin: young@sandlerreiff.com 
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I state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.  Executed on 

November 6, 2002. 
 
____________________________ 
THOMAS WILLIAM ANDREWS 
Assistant Attorney General 
Hoover State Office Building 
Des Moines, Iowa  50319 
Telephone:  515/281-6526 
Fax:  515/281-4902 
 



BRUCE BOTELHO  
Alaska Attorney General 
   P.O. Box 110300 
   Juneau, AK  99811 
   Tel: (907) 465-2075 
   Fax: (907) 465-2075 

 
 
KEN SALAZAR 

Colorado Attorney General 
   1525 Sherman Street, 7th Fl 
   Denver, CO  80203 
   Tel: (303) 866-3557 
   Fax: (303) 866-5691 

 
 
RICHARD BLUMENTHAL  

Connecticut Attorney General 
   55 Elm Street 
   Hartford, CT  06141-0120 
   Tel: (860) 808-5318 
   Fax: (860) 808-5387 

 
 
EARL I. ANZAI  

Hawaii Attorney General 
   425 Queen Street 
   Honolulu, HI  96813 
   Tel: (808) 586-1500 
   Fax: (808) 586-1239 

 
 
CARLA J. STOVALL 

Kansas Attorney General 
   120 S.W. 10th Ave., 2nd Fl 
   Topeka, KS  66612-1597 
   Tel: (785) 296-2215 
   Fax: (785) 296-6296 

 
 
ALBERT B. CHANDLER III 

Kentucky Attorney General 
   State Capitol, Room 116 
   Frankfort, KY  40601 
   Tel: (502) 696-5300 
   Fax: (502) 564-2894 

G. STEVEN ROWE 
Maine Attorney General 
   State House Station 6 
   Augusta, ME  04333 
   Tel: (207) 626-8800 
   Fax: (207) 287-3154 

 
 
THOMAS F. REILLY 
         Massachusetts Attorney General 

   One Ashburton Plac 
   Boston, MA  02108 
   Tel: (617) 727-2200 
   Fax: (617) 727-6016 

 
 
MIKE HATCH 

Minnesota Attorney General 
   State Capitol, Suite 102 
   St. Paul, MN  55155 
   Tel: (651) 296-3353 
   Fax: (651) 297-4193 

 
 
MIKE MOORE 

Mississippi Attorney General 
   P.O. Box 220 
   Jackson, MS  39205 
   Tel: (601) 359-3680 
   Fax: (601) 359-4230 

 
JEREMIAH W. (JAY) NIXON 

Missouri Attorney General 
   Supreme Court Building 
   207 West High Street 
   Jefferson City, MO  65101 
   Tel: (573) 7512-3321 
   Fax: (573) 751-0774 

 
MIKE McGRATH 

Montana Attorney General 
   215 N. Sanders 
   P.O. Box 201401 
   Helena, MT  59620-1401 
   Tel: (406) 444-2026 
   Fax: (406) 444-3549 

FRANKIE SUE DEL PAPA Nevada Attorney General 



   100 N. Carson St. 
   Carson City, NV  89701 
   Tel: (775) 684-1100 
   Fax: (775) 6841108 

 
 
PATRICIA A. MADRID 

New Mexico Attorney General 
   P.O. Drawer 1508 
   Sante Fe, NM  87504-1508 
   Tel: (505) 827-6000 
   Fax: (505) 827-5826 

 
 
W.A. DREW EDMONDSON 

Oklahoma Attorney General 
   2300 N. Lincoln Blv. Ste 112 
   Oklahoma City, OK  73105 
   Tel: (404) 521-3921 
   Fax: (404) 521-6246 

 
 
SHELDON WHITEHOUSE 

Rhode Island Attorney General 
   150 South Main Street 
   Providence, RI  02903 
   Tel: (401) 274-4400 
   Fax: (401) 222-2995 

 
 
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE 

Washington Attorney General 
   1125 Washington Street 
   P.O. Box 40100 
   Olympia, WA  98504-0100 
   Tel: (360) 753-6254 
   Fax: (360) 664-2963 

 
ANABELLE RODRIGUEZ 

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 
Office of the Attorney General 
   P.O. Box 9020192 
   San Juan, PR  00902-0192 
   Tel: (787) 729-2106 

 
IVER A. STRIDIRON 

United States Virgin Islands 

Office of the Attorney General 
  Department of Justice 
  48B-50C Kronprindsens Gade 
  GERS Bldg., 2nd Floor 
  St. Thomas, VI  00802 
  Tel: (340) 774-5666 
  Fax: (340) 774-9710  
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 INTEREST OF AMICI 

The amici States bring two particular interests to this litigation. First, the States as 

sovereigns have a keen interest in the constitutional principles that govern the regulation of 

elections and campaign finance. The States bear substantial responsibility for conducting and 

policing elections. And State Governments, like the Federal Government, are diminished when 

citizens lose faith in their elected officials. States accordingly have pursued different types of 

campaign finance reform, in a continuing effort to restore integrity to our democratic processes. 

See 33 Council of State Governments, The Book of the States 2000-2001 174-232 (summarizing 

state legislation). Just as Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976), has for years framed the debate on 

campaign finance legislation at both the state and federal level, the decision in this case will also 

have a profound impact on both state and federal elections. 

Second, as partners in our federalist system of government, the States have an ongoing 

interest in the proper division of power between the Federal and State Governments. The 

plaintiffs in this litigation have alleged that Congress has overstepped its bounds by broadening 

the reach of federal election laws. The amici States strongly disagree, and are perhaps uniquely 

suited to defending Congress’s exercise of its authority in this context.  

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This case presents a constitutional challenge to the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 

2002 (“BCRA,” or the “Act”). Congress drafted the Act primarily to curb the use of “soft 

money” in federal elections. Soft money is money that does not comply with federal contribution 

limits or source prohibitions. Under prior law, political parties could raise and spend soft money 

in a variety of ways that supported federal candidates and influenced the outcome of federal 
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elections, thus evading both the limits on individual contributions and the restrictions on 

corporate and union contributions. As a result of the soft money loophole, the contribution limits 

upheld by the Supreme Court in Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976), had become virtually 

meaningless.  

Title I of the BCRA closes the soft money loophole, in three ways. First, it prohibits 

national political parties from raising and spending any money that does not comply with federal 

contribution guidelines. BCRA, tit. I, sec. 101(a), § 323(a). Second, it prohibits federal 

officeholders and federal candidates from raising or spending any money in connection with any 

election (for themselves or others) unless the money complies with federal law. Id. § 323(e). And 

third, the Act requires state parties engaging in “federal election activity” to fund that activity 

with money raised in accordance with federal limits. Id. § 323(b). Federal election activities 

include communications that promote federal candidates as well as voter registration and get-

out-the-vote drives conducted in advance of a federal election. Id. sec. 101(b). 

In Title II, Congress turned to the related problem of political advertising by corporations 

and unions. The Act prohibits corporations and labor unions from using certain treasury funds to 

pay for a narrow class of broadcast, cable or satellite communications that (1) refer to a clearly 

identified federal candidate and (2) are aired in the candidate’s geographic area within sixty days 

of a federal election (or thirty days of a federal primary).  BCRA, tit. II, sec. 203. The Act’s new 

definition of “electioneering communication” creates a bright-line distinction between genuine 

issue ads and ads that seek to directly influence the outcome of federal elections. Id. sec. 201. 

Corporations and unions that want to fund campaign ads may still do so, but only through 
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corporate or union PACs that are funded solely by voluntary individual contributions.  Id. sec. 

203. 

Title II does not limit the broadcast of campaign ads by other groups or individuals, but 

does require disclosure once a group or individual’s expenditures reach $10,000. Id. sec. 201. It 

also imposes reporting requirements for certain independent expenditures (expenditures that 

“expressly advocate the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate), and requires political 

parties to choose between making independent or coordinated expenditures on behalf of a 

candidate. Id. sec. 212, 213. 

Although the Act contains a number of other provisions, the ban on soft money and the 

prohibition of electioneering communications by corporations and unions form the core of 

Congress’s reform effort. The plaintiffs in these consolidated lawsuits have challenged the Act 

on a variety of constitutional grounds, including the First, Tenth, and Fourteenth Amendments.  

  INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

   The amici States support the Federal Government in its defense of the BCRA because 

they agree that the Act is both constitutional and essential to the health of our national 

democracy. Notwithstanding the plaintiffs’ Tenth Amendment claims, the Act is a constitutional 

exercise of Congress’s power to regulate federal elections. It benefits the States and their citizens 

by attacking the causes of the cynicism and distrust that undermine our political discourse. 

Rather than accepting the plaintiffs’ arguments in this case, the Court should uphold the Act, and 

allow both state and federal lawmakers to continue their efforts to find a constitutional solution 

to this pressing national problem.   
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The amici States are particularly troubled by the plaintiffs’ effort to obstruct Congress’s 

crucial reform effort with claims of “federalism.” The States have a particular expertise in the 

area of federalist jurisprudence, and they pay close attention to the constitutional division of 

authority between the Federal and State Governments. It was, after all, the States that entered 

into the plan of convention that created the federal system of dual sovereignty and determined 

which powers would be given to the new federal government. 

In the States’ view, the plaintiffs’ effort to challenge the BCRA on federalism grounds is 

wholly unsupported. The Act is a carefully tailored statute that regulates only those campaign 

activities that influence the outcome of federal elections. Congress has not reached beyond its 

delegated constitutional authority, see U.S. Const. art. I, § 4 , in an effort to regulate purely local 

matters or to intrude on the sovereignty of the States. The Act is a constitutional exercise of the 

power the States conferred upon Congress, not an infringement on the powers the States reserved 

to themselves. 

Congress’s decision to eliminate the corrupting influence of soft money on federal 

elections benefits both the States and their citizens. The States and their citizens rely on the 

integrity and commitment of federal office holders. And, perhaps more importantly, State and 

local governments suffer from the disaffection and alienation of their citizens caused by the 

perception that “money talks” in the political system. By limiting the influence of money in 

politics, the BCRA will strengthen both our political discourse and our democracy. 

Congress is not alone in seeking to restore the public’s faith in the government. The 

States must also ensure the integrity of their elections and office holders, and so state legislatures 

continue to debate and enact campaign finance legislation. The Court should give some 
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deference to the judgment of lawmakers and develop constitutional principles that allow both the 

States and the Federal Government to find ways to limit the corrupting influence of money in the 

political process.  

ARGUMENT 

I. The BCRA limits its reach to campaign activities that influence federal elections and 
does not violate the Tenth Amendment or constitutional principles of federalism. 

 
In our federalist system of government, the States retain substantial sovereign powers. 

See, e.g., Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 918-19 (1997) (Constitution establishes a system 

of dual sovereignty, in which the States retain a “‘residuary and inviolable sovereignty’”) 

(quoting The Federalist No. 39, at 245 (J. Madison)). The Attorneys General of the several States 

as a rule jealously guard those powers against encroachment by the federal government. But the 

Attorneys General also recognize that not all powers of governance have been – or should be – 

reserved to the States. The Constitution rightly assigns certain powers to Congress, including the 

power to regulate federal elections. U.S. Const. art. I, § 4. 

The BCRA is a constitutional exercise of that power, for two reasons. First, the Act is 

targeted to reach only activity that influences the outcome of federal elections. Second, the Act 

does not violate the Tenth Amendment or other constitutional principles of federalism. To the 

contrary, BCRA is an urgently needed national solution to a national problem. 

A. The BCRA only regulates activity that influences the outcome of federal 
elections.  

 
In drafting the BCRA, Congress took careful notice of the division between federal and 

state responsibility for regulating elections. This task was not a simple one because, by tradition 

and practice, federal and state elections are held together and federal and state campaigns are 
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closely intertwined. Congress carefully tailored its reform effort to reach those campaign 

activities, even those conducted at the state level, that influence the outcome of federal elections. 

At the same time, the Act leaves untouched those campaign activities that relate solely to state 

elections. 

Three aspects of the BCRA are relevant here. First, building on the existing regulation of 

state parties, the Act reasonably requires all federal election activity by state parties to be paid 

for with money raised in accordance with federal law. Second, the Act protects the integrity of 

the federal election process by requiring national parties and federal officeholders and candidates 

to comply with federal contribution limits in all circumstances. And third, as important as what 

the Act does is what it does not do – it does not regulate campaign activities that are directed 

solely at state elections.  

1. The Act’s regulation of federal election activity is appropriately 
limited. 

 
The Act’s regulation of campaign activities conducted by state parties extends only to 

those activities that influence the outcome of federal elections. State parties must comply with 

federal law only for funds spent on “federal election activity.”1  Federal election activity, in turn, 

is defined as (1) voter registration activity within 120 days of a federal election, (2) voter 

identification, get-out-the-vote activity or generic campaign activity (activity that promotes 

parties rather than candidates) conducted in connection with a federal election, regardless of 

whether candidates for state office appear on the same ballot, (3) public communications that 

support or oppose federal candidates, and (4) services provided by party employees who spend a 

                                                 
1 The Act provides two avenues for state parties to fund federal election activity. The 
parties may use, in a combination to be set by regulation, a mix of “pure” federal money and 
money raised in accordance with the somewhat less restrictive provisions of § 323(b). The 
latter section permits the use of certain funds raised as permitted by state law, in amounts 
not greater $10,000 per person.  
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certain percentage of their time on activities in connection with a federal election. BCRA, tit. I, 

sec. 101(b), § 20(a). All of these activities influence the outcome of federal elections and are 

reasonably subject to federal regulation. When parties register voters, and drive voters to the 

polls, the voters cast ballots for federal candidates. When voters are influenced in the weeks 

before a federal election by signs and campaign ads that urge them to “Vote Democratic” or 

“Vote Republican,” they are influenced to vote for federal candidates.  

These campaign activities that influence federal elections may also influence state 

elections, but they are nonetheless subject to federal regulation. Although state parties were 

previously permitted to use a mix of federal and non-federal money to fund these activities, see 

11 CFR 106.5, that approach is not constitutionally mandated. When federal candidates are on 

the ballot, every dollar spent by a party to register a voter, get a voter to the polls, or convince a 

voter to vote the party line, is a dollar spent to influence the outcome of the federal election. The 

previous “apportionment” approach proved to be a loophole through which substantial amounts 

of soft money were used to influence the outcome of federal elections. BCRA merely closes the 

loophole. 

2. Congress has the authority to regulate national party fundraising. 
 
The limits on national parties and federal candidates and officeholders protect the 

integrity of federal elections. The Act generally requires all funds raised and spent by the 

national parties and federal candidates and officeholders to meet federal requirements. For 

example, a national party cannot raise unregulated funds and then spend them on a state 

gubernatorial election, even if there are no federal candidates on the same ballot. A federal 

officeholder, such as a member of Congress, is subject to the same restriction. Congress 

recognized that fundraising activity at the national level is inextricably linked to federal elections 

and offices, even if the money is spent at the state or local level. Party leaders may pressure their 
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candidates and officeholders to raise money for other races, and may look to fundraising prowess 

when handing out committee assignments and chairs. See, e.g., Richard A. Oppel, Records 

Falling in Waning Days of Soft Money, New York Times (Sept. 30, 2002).  The restrictions on 

fundraising at the national level help counter the negative influence of fundraising and soft 

money on the federal electoral process. 

3. The Act does not regulate elections for state offices. 

What Congress refrained from doing is as important as what it did. The Act’s regulation 

of federal campaign activity excludes state party conduct that deals only with candidates for state 

office. To the extent permitted by state law, state parties may continue to raise funds to support 

their state candidates, to contribute those funds to the candidates, and to spend money on 

communications and materials that promote state candidates. BCRA, tit. I, sec. 101(b), § (20)(B). 

State candidates are similarly free to run their own campaigns as permitted by state law, so long 

as they do not campaign on behalf of federal candidates. Id. sec. 101(a), § 323(f). And, the soft 

money limitations that apply to state parties only apply when state and federal elections are held 

together, so stand-alone state elections are unaffected. 

B. The Act does not violate the Tenth Amendment or principles of federalism. 
 

Notwithstanding the careful distinctions drawn in the Act between federal and state 

election activity, the plaintiffs in this litigation claim “federalism” as a basis for overturning it. 

The States, and their Attorneys General, are always sensitive to claims that Congress has 

overstepped its constitutional authority by regulating in an area reserved to the States. Here, 

however, the amici States cannot join the plaintiffs in their unsupported claim that the BCRA 

violates principles of federalism and the Tenth Amendment.  

Plaintiffs’ federalism claims are barely developed in the complaints. For example, the 

California plaintiffs contend merely that the Act violates the Tenth Amendment by “imposing 
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federal limitations on activities which are state or local in nature and which are already regulated 

and specifically permitted by the state.” California Compl. ¶¶ 60, 66, 72; see also McConnell 

Compl. ¶¶ 70, 79, 84, 89.2 The Act, however, is easily distinguished from most Tenth 

Amendment cases because it does not regulate the States directly. See, e.g., New York v. United 

States, 505 U.S. 144, 160-61 (1992) (summarizing Tenth Amendment case law dealing with 

                                                 
2 Before addressing the merits of any Tenth Amendment claim, this Court must consider 
whether the private plaintiffs bringing these lawsuits have standing to raise such a claim. 
This circuit has recently acknowledged that private plaintiffs’ standing to raise a Tenth 
Amendment claim is “uncertain.” Lomont v. O’Neill, 285 F.3d 9, 14 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 2002). 
Some circuits have allowed such claims to go forward, see Gillespie v. City of Indianapolis, 
185 F.3d 693, 700-04 (7th Cir. 1999), but as the Court noted in Lomont, Supreme Court 
precedent suggests that private parties may not assert claims under the Tenth 
Amendment. Lomont, 285 F.3d at 14 n.3; see Tennessee Elec. Power Co. v. Tennessee Valley 
Auth., 306 U.S. 118, 144 (1939). The amici States take no position on this issue, but merely 
note that it raises a possible impediment to the Tenth Amendment claims raised by the 
plaintiffs. 
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congressional regulation of states).3  The Tenth Amendment does not prevent Congress, when it 

has authority to regulate, from prohibiting private conduct that the States have allowed. 

                                                 
3 Most of the Supreme Court’s recent federalism decisions are irrelevant here. The Act does 
not commandeer either state legislatures, by requiring them to enact federal law, or state 
officials, by requiring them to enforce federal law. See, e.g., Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 
898 (1997) (“Federal Government may not compel the States to implement, by legislative or 
executive action, federal regulatory programs”). It does not expose the States to liability or 
suit in violation of sovereign immunity. See, e.g., Seminole Tribe v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44, 72-
73 (1996) (“Eleventh Amendment prevents congressional authorization of suits by private 
parties against unconsenting States”); Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706, 712 (1999) (Congress 
may not subject States to liability in state courts).  

Because Congress has not attempted to regulate the States themselves, plaintiffs’ Tenth 

Amendment or federalism claims are really no more than an argument that Congress has 

exceeded its delegated authority under the Constitution by regulating in an area reserved to the 

States. An argument of this sort involves two inquiries: first, whether the challenged statute “is 

authorized by one of the powers delegated to Congress in Article I,” and second, whether the 

statute “invades the province of state sovereignty reserved by the Tenth Amendment.” New York 

v. United States, 505 U.S. at 155. As the Supreme Court recognized in New York v. United 

States, these two inquiries may be “mirror images of each other.” Regardless, whether analyzed 

through the lens of Congress’s delegated powers or the sovereignty reserved to the States, the 

Act is constitutional.  

1. The Act is a necessary and proper exercise of Congress’s power to 
regulate federal elections. 
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No party to this suit can question Congress’s “well established” constitutional power to 

regulate federal elections. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 14 (1976); U.S. Const. art. I, § 4. That 

power extends to regulating the conduct of campaigns, including campaign finance and 

disclosure requirements. Id.  The Constitution provides that Congress may make all laws “which 

shall be necessary and proper” for the execution of this power. U.S. Const. art. I, § 8.  

The BCRA, including its definition of “federal election activity,” is a constitutional 

exercise of Congress’s authority, for three reasons: (1) the Act only regulates federal elections; 

(2) although the Act inevitably impacts some state campaign activities, it goes only as far as 

necessary to accomplish the federal purpose; and (3) the Act does not intrude on matters purely 

local in nature, and accordingly bears no resemblance to the types of statutes the Supreme Court 

has invalidated as exceeding Congressional authority. 

First, the Act is designed to regulate federal elections only. Congress carefully drafted the 

statute to avoid regulating stand-alone state elections. In fact, the Act has no relevance to a state 

election where there is no federal candidate on the ballot. Nor does the Act prescribe standards 

for campaigns for state offices, even where those state elections are on the same ballot as a 

federal election.  

Because some state elections are typically on the ballot with federal elections, some 

impact on those state elections and campaigns is inevitable. The plaintiffs freely concede that 

their campaigns for federal and state elections are closely intertwined. See California Complaint 

¶¶ 30, 33, 36, 38.  Common sense tells us that any generic party campaign activity – activity not 

tied to a particular candidate on the ballot – will influence both the federal and state contests in a 

given election. As a result, Congress could not possibly reach all federal election activity without 

sweeping in some state election activity. But the impact is incidental. The Act is not intended to 

regulate state election activity.   
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Second, the Act goes only as far as necessary to accomplish the federal purpose of 

reinvigorating federal campaign contribution limits and eliminating the influence of soft money 

in federal elections. The uncontrolled explosion in soft money raised by the major political 

parties over the past two decades shows that the previous rules, which allowed state parties to 

apportion spending on federal election activities, did not work. Soft money flowed into the state 

parties to be used for advertising and campaign activities that directly influenced the outcome of 

federal elections. According to national press reports, the problem continues in the 2002 election 

cycle, in which the parties are breaking fundraising records and pouring soft money into local 

congressional campaigns. See, e.g., Richard A. Oppel, Jr., Records Falling in Waning Days of 

Soft Money, New York Times (Sept. 30, 2002) (noting that soft money is funneled to state 

parties, which use it to purchase “televised issue advertisements that are really designed to 

bolster the party’s candidate or disparage the opponent”); Robin Toner, Where Candidates May 

Fear to Tread, National Parties Stampede In, New York Times (Sept. 28, 2002) (describing 

influence of television advertising by national and state parties in a congressional election). 

Any suggestion by the plaintiffs that Congress could have accomplished its goal without 

regulating the campaign activities of the state parties is wholly unsupportable. The plaintiffs 

acknowledge that party campaign activities for state and federal elections are closely intertwined 

and that the state parties play a substantial role in the campaigns for federal offices.  For 

example, the California plaintiffs admit that they make public communications that identify 

federal candidates, see California Complaint” ¶ 30, and that they make both coordinated and 

independent expenditures in support of federal candidates, id. ¶ 33.  The state parties engage in 

extensive fundraising activities that include both state and federal candidates and officeholders. 

Id. ¶ 36. And they follow a cooperative “party ticket” campaign approach in which the national 

and state parties, and federal and state candidates, work together on a variety of campaign 
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activities “to maximize the effectiveness of available party resources.” Id. ¶ 38. Given that 

federal and state campaign activities are intermeshed to this degree, Congress had to reach as far 

as it did to root out the use of unregulated soft money to influence the outcome of federal 

elections. 

Third, because the Act is designed to regulate federal election activity, it does not intrude 

on purely local matters that the Constitution reserves to state authority. Nothing in the Supreme 

Court’s decisions addressing the scope of Congress’s authority under the Commerce Clause 

suggest that BCRA is problematic. In fact those decisions support the Act’s constitutionality. See 

United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000); United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1995). 

In both Lopez and Morrison, the Supreme Court struck down federal efforts to regulate 

local, noneconomic criminal conduct. The Court reasoned that this type of conduct – sexual 

assault in Morrison and carrying a weapon near a school in Lopez – was a matter of local 

concern, even if local crimes have some attenuated impact on the national economy. The Court 

declined to adopt an expansive view of the Commerce Clause that would effectively remove 

“any limitation on federal power, even in areas such as criminal law enforcement or education 

where States historically have been sovereign.” Lopez, 514 U.S. at 564. The BCRA is easily 

distinguished from the statutes struck down in Lopez and Morrison, both because the Act is 

closely tied to Congress’s power to regulate federal elections, and because the Act itself 

recognizes limits on federal authority over matters of local concern.  

Unlike in Lopez and Morrison, in this case the connection between Congress’s delegated 

power – the power to regulate federal elections – and the activity regulated is substantial and 

direct. Both Lopez and Morrison concerned efforts by Congress to use its Commerce Clause 

power to regulate noneconomic, intrastate activity. The Court reasoned that if the Commerce 

Clause power could be interpreted as broadly as the federal government suggested, it would 
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undermine the federalist framework of dual sovereignty, within which the Federal and State 

governments share power. See, e.g., Lopez, 514 U.S. at 557 (embracing an unlimited view of the 

Commerce Clause would lead to the creation of a centralized government). Here, however, the 

Act is not premised on an expansive interpretation of Congress’s authority. Congress has used its 

power to regulate federal elections only to reach conduct that influences the outcome of those 

elections.  

In addition, in both Lopez and Morrison the Court was concerned about the lack of 

discernible limits on congressional power. No such problem is presented here. The Act itself 

implicitly recognizes that the power to regulate federal elections has limits. BCRA regulates 

federal election activity, which inevitably includes some campaign activity that influences both 

state and federal elections. It does not regulate state election activity that has no connection to 

federal elections. Thus, Congress has recognized and respected what the Constitution requires: 

“a distinction between what is truly national and what is truly local.” Morrison, 529 U.S. at 617-

18.  

2. The BCRA’s regulation of federal election activity does not 
impermissibly interfere with state sovereignty. 

 
As noted, the Tenth Amendment inquiry may also proceed from the opposite direction – 

not whether Congress has exceeded its delegated authority, but whether the challenged statute 

intrudes too far on state authority. Conceptually, it may be difficult to separate these concerns. 

Considering the Act from the perspective of state sovereignty, rather than Congressional power, 

however, the States offer three reasons why the BCRA is consistent with constitutional 

principles of federalism: (1) the framework of the Act gives ample room for the States to avoid 

its impact altogether; (2) athough the Act regulates some campaign activity, it does not regulate 
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the States directly; and (3) the BCRA provides a national solution to a national problem, but still 

leaves room for the States to pursue other forms of campaign finance regulation. 

First, the BCRA only impacts state elections that are held in conjunction with federal 

elections. Most States do hold at least some state elections together with federal elections, for 

reasons of convenience and efficiency. But no law requires States to schedule elections in this 

manner. New Jersey, for example, holds its gubernatorial contest in an odd-numbered year, while 

Vermont schedules some local elections in March, to coincide with its Town Meeting Day. A 

State that wants to avoid any federal regulation may switch to an off-year schedule for state 

elections.  

The possibility that federal and state elections may be held separately should not be 

ignored. Federal regulation must be viewed through a different constitutional lens when State 

and federal activities are voluntarily entwined. If federal elections were held by themselves, 

Congress unquestionably would have the authority to regulate campaign activities such as voter 

registration and get out the vote drives. Or, suppose, that as part of BCRA Congress decreed that 

all federal elections should be held in July instead of November. States that chose to reschedule 

their own elections would then be voluntarily accepting federal regulation. The same is true here. 

Nothing in the Constitution suggests that Congress must cede some of its authority to the States 

merely because the States choose to hold their elections at the same time.  

Second, the Act does not regulate the States directly, and therefore leaves untouched such 

matters as the structure of state government, the qualifications of state officeholders, and the 

terms and duties of state officials. No restrictions are placed on the state officials who schedule, 

organize, conduct and review elections. The conduct of campaigns is an unquestionably 

important part of the democratic process. Nonetheless, there is a constitutionally significant 

difference between regulating the States directly – which BCRA does not do – and regulating the 
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campaign activities of private individuals and organizations. See New York v. United States, 505 

U.S. at 166 (distinguishing between Congress’s authority to regulate generally in a given area, 

and Congress’s power to directly regulate the States). Cf. Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 

461, 468 (1991) (suggesting that federal regulation of the qualifications for high-ranking state 

government officials might impermissibly intrude on state sovereignty).   

And third, by passing BCRA Congress provided a national solution to a national 

problem, but did so in a way that preserves the States’ ability to experiment in the area of 

campaign finance reform. No State standing alone could address the national problem of 

unregulated soft money. A State may regulate its own state parties but it cannot reach the soft 

money expenditures that influence federal elections in other states. All Americans are affected 

by the outcome of federal elections across the country. All Americans are influenced by the 

perception that large campaign contributions “buy” access to elected officials. After all, once 

elected, both members of Congress and the President serve the American people as a whole. 

Only Congress could take the necessary steps to restore integrity to the federal electoral process. 

What Congress did not do, however, was attempt to impose uniform national standards 

on all campaigns and elections. Congress exercised marked restraint, leaving the States largely 

free to “perform their role as laboratories for experimentation to devise various solutions where 

the best solution is far from clear.” United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. at 581 (Kennedy, J., 

concurring). The campaigns for state offices – which far outnumber federal contests – remain the 

province of the States. Congress has not displaced state authority in this area, but has only 

supplemented state regulation to the extent necessary to reach all federal election activity. Cf. 

Lopez, 514 U.S. at 581 (Kennedy, J., concurring) (expressing concern that Congress “displaced 

state regulation in areas of traditional state concern”). 
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II. The BCRA serves the interests of the States and their citizens by restoring integrity 
to the national political process, while at the same time fostering substantial political 
discourse.  

 
Although the BCRA is tailored to regulate federal election activity, at the same time it 

serves an overriding national purpose that benefits the States and their citizens. The two key 

provisions of the Act – eliminating the flow of soft money through the political parties, and 

preventing corporations and unions from spending unlimited funds on sham “issue ads” – are 

designed to remedy the “disaffection [and] distrust [that] has now spread to the entire political 

discourse.” Nixon v. Shrink Missouri, 528 U.S. 377, 408 (2000) (Kennedy, J., dissenting). The 

Act accomplishes that goal in a manner that ensures an ongoing and vigorous political discourse. 

The Act’s limitations on the financing of campaigns benefit the States and their citizens 

in two distinct, though related, ways. First, the day-to-day existence of the States is of necessity 

bound up with the life of the federal government. The States and their citizens rely on elected 

federal officials to represent their interests with fidelity and integrity. If federal office holders 

feel pressured to respond to large donors, or are compelled to spend a substantial portion of their 

time fundraising, then they are unable to serve the interests they were elected to represent. 

Indeed, they may be serving the interests of corporate supporters that have only a minimal 

connection to the office holder’s district or State. Both the States and their citizens have a strong 

interest in ensuring that federal office holders perform their constitutional obligations free of 

undue influence.  

Second, the States also depend on their citizens’ faith in democratic institutions. When 

the electorate perceives that federal elections are corrupt, this perception taints and brings into 

disrepute more than just the electorate’s view of the federal government. Such a sentiment can 

lead to a pervasive loss of faith in all our governmental institutions, and a malaise characterized 

by cynicism, alienation and discontent at the local, State and federal level. A widespread belief 
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that the system is skewed to result in de facto disenfranchisement, or that the allegiance of 

elected officials is up for bid, leads to a loss of investment and belief in our very system of 

government. “Leave the perception of impropriety unanswered, and the cynical assumption that 

large donors call the tune could jeopardize the willingness of voters to take part in democratic 

governance.” Nixon v. Shrink Missouri, 528 U.S. at 390. 

The confidence of Americans in their elected officials has been shaken by the influence 

of money, real or apparent, on the outcome of elections. In a poll taken shortly after the 1996 

elections, Americans ranked the “power of special interest groups in politics” second only to 

international terrorists when asked to identify “major threats” to the future of this country. 

Princeton Survey Research Associates/Pew Research Center, Public Opinion Survey (Nov. 

1996) (available at http: 208..240.91.18/mill2que.htm) (visited Aug. 21, 2002). The change in 

attitude over the past few decades is striking. In 1964, 29 percent of Americans believed that the 

government “was pretty much run by a few big interests looking out for themselves” and not “for 

the benefit of all people.” By 1992, that number had ballooned to 76 percent. Richard L. Hasen, 

Clipping Coupons for Democracy: An Egalitarian/Public Choice Defense of Campaign Finance 

Vouchers, 84 Cal. L. Rev. 1, 3 & nn.3, 4 (1996) (citing University of Michigan Center for 

Political Studies, American National Election Studies 1952-1990). In three different polls, three-

quarters of the respondents confirmed the now widespread belief that “Congress is largely 

owned by the special interest groups” and that “[o]ur present system of government is 

democratic in name only.” E. Joshua Rosenkrantz, Buckley Stops Here: Loosening the Judicial 

Stranglehold on Campaign Finance Reform 16 (1998).  

The States and their local governments are inevitably affected by this level of citizen 

dissatisfaction and distrust. “Democracy works ‘only if the people have faith in those who 

govern, and that faith is bound to be shattered when high officials and their appointees engage in 
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activities which arouse suspicions of malfeasance and corruption.’” Nixon v. Shrink Missouri, 

528 U.S. at 390 (quoting United States v. Mississippi Valley Generating Co., 362 U.S. 520, 562 

(1961)). State and local governments, even more than the federal government, rely on their 

citizens to participate and serve. Our nation’s communities need energetic, committed people to 

serve on local boards and committees, run for municipal offices, volunteer for emergency 

services, and otherwise share in the obligations of democratic government. Democracy cannot 

function at the grassroots level when citizens have no faith in their government or their elected 

officials.  

The BCRA restores citizens’ confidence in the people they elect to govern while ensuring 

an ongoing and vigorous political discourse. Existing campaign limits allow ample room for 

individuals to participate in the electoral process by providing financial support to candidates. 

Federal law permits any individual to contribute up to $57,500 per election cycle to a 

combination of federal candidates, parties, and political committees. 2 U.S.C. § 441a(A)(3)(b) 

(as amended by BCRA, tit. III, § 307(b), tit. IV, § 402, 116 Stat. 102, 112).  This is a staggering 

sum, given that the median household income in the United States is just $42,100.4  Few 

Americans can even come close to making campaign contributions in the amounts permitted by 

law – meaning that only the most wealthy individuals (and corporate and union donors) have had 

incentives to evade the limits through soft money expenditures. Campaign finance reform, by 

enforcing these contribution limits, will retain some role for – and therefore some allegiance to – 

ordinary citizens who support federal candidates.  

Indeed, removing the influence of “big money” will not quash political debate, but 

reinvigorate it. When the political parties are freed of the race to raise and spend huge amounts 

of soft money in each federal election cycle, they will be able to refocus their efforts on political 
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organizing at the state and local level. This kind of grassroots campaigning gives ordinary 

Americans a chance to debate issues and meet candidates – in short, to participate in and 

establish an allegiance to our national political process. It will give a new purpose to the state 

and local parties that are best suited to discern and represent the interests of the American 

people. The changes fashioned by BCRA will not quash liberty but strengthen the democracy 

that guarantees our freedom.  

                                                                                                                                                             
4 See http://www.census.gov/ (visited Sept. 3, 2002). 

The Supreme Court has already recognized that the government has a compelling interest 

in addressing public disdain for the electoral process, “to sustain the active, alert responsibility 

of the individual citizen in a democracy for the wise conduct of government.” United States v. 

Int’l Union United Automobile Workers, 352 U.S. 567, 575 (1957). The amici States urge this 

Court to protect the integrity of the federal electoral process and to restore the faith of citizens in 

all levels of government by upholding the Act.  

III.  Although campaign finance laws are subject to heightened scrutiny, the courts 
should afford some latitude to state and federal lawmakers who are searching for 
ways to restore the faith of citizens in their elected officials. 

 
The States have a keen interest in the outcome of this litigation because the States bear 

responsibility for ensuring the integrity of their own elections. For this reason, the plaintiffs’ 

combination of constitutional claims carries great irony for the States. In support of their 

federalism claims, the plaintiffs argue that the federal government should not be permitted to 

intrude on the States’ regulation of elections. At the same time, plaintiffs urge the federal courts 

to adopt a view of the First Amendment that, if accepted, would drastically limit the ability of 

state legislatures to enact campaign finance reforms. In ruling on the constitutionality of BCRA, 

the Court should keep in mind the variety of campaign finance reform measures that state 

legislature have adopted or are considering. Consistent with the First Amendment, the Court 
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should afford some latitude to both state and federal lawmakers who are grappling with this 

difficult problem. 

In the nearly three decades since Buckley, the States have played their role as the 

laboratories of democracy, experimenting with different forms of campaign finance regulation.  

A supermajority of the States have enacted campaign limitations based on their studied belief 

that such regulations are necessary to prevent actual and apparent corruption in state and local 

government. See generally 33 Council of State Governments, The Book of the States 2000-2001 

174-232 (summarizing state campaign finance legislation). Across the country, lawmakers are 

considering potential election reforms to address similar concerns. See 

www.publiccampaign.org/statemap.html (public financing bills were on the agenda in 16 state 

legislatures in 2001, while coalitions in 23 other states were pursuing reforms).  

The Court should not stifle these reform efforts by adopting the rigid views advanced by 

plaintiffs. Consistent with the First Amendment, courts should and must grant some deference to 

state and federal legislators – the people who best understand the problem. Legislators are in a 

unique position to determine what reforms will sustain faith in the electoral process. See 

generally FEC v. National Right to Work Comm., 459 U.S. 197, 209-10 (1982) (finding that 

congressional judgment about electoral laws “warrants considerable deference” and that courts 

will not “second-guess a legislative determination as to the need for prophylatic measures where 

corruption is the evil feared”). The Supreme Court has recognized as much, holding that the 

“choice of means” to protect the integrity of elections “presents a question primarily addressed to 

the judgment of Congress.” Burroughs v. United States, 290 U.S. 534, 547 (1934); see also 

Turner Broadcasting Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 512 U.S. 622, 665 (1994) (even where the First 

Amendment is implicated, courts should “accord substantial deference to the predictive 

judgments of Congress”).  
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The courts should not lightly turn aside the judgments of state and federal lawmakers 

who find a pressing need for campaign finance reforms. In this case, the BCRA represents the 

reasoned and well-supported judgment of Congress that federal election reforms are essential to 

restoring the faith of the voters. The accumulated experience of members of Congress, reinforced 

by empirical evidence, is that the dominance of money in politics seriously threatens the public’s 

faith in the legitimacy of government and in the elections that choose whom shall govern. The 

Court should allow the Federal Government and the States, within constitutional limits, to 

continue the work of reforming our nation’s elections. 

 CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the amici States urge this Court to uphold the constitutionality 

of BCRA. 
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